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Lifestyle / Online shopping advice

ECC Ireland examines third-party booking websites, what they offer and what 
consumers need to know.
They say the best things come in threes, 
and the newest addition of third-party 
bookings to the world of travel ushered 
in a new era of cost savings and 
convenience for the average consumer.  
Or has it?  The European Consumer 
Centre (ECC) Ireland explores the ins and 
outs, as well as the pros and cons, of 
tech-enabled travel booking systems.
  But, first, what exactly are 
third-party booking websites? These 
are known as online travel agents, 
booking engines, booking platforms, 
booking intermediaries, travel portals, 
travel marketplaces, fare aggregators, 
metasearch engines and comparison 
websites, and they act as an intermediary 
between end-users (consumers) and end-
providers (service suppliers) in all areas 
of travel and hospitality. These websites 
are generally web/tech companies, 
while others can be established travel 
companies or tour operators.  The most 
popular ones operate in the airline and 
hotel industries and are effectively 
sales channels that deliver travel and 
accommodation products from service 
suppliers to a wider consumer market in 
return for a commission payment.  Their 
algorithms enable consumers to compare 
rates and deals on hotels, airlines and 
other services, thereby allowing them to 
make a more informed decision and get 
the most advantageous deal available. 
  There are two main categories 
of third-party digital entities operating 
in travel services at present that Irish 
consumers will recognise.

Online travel agents (OTAs)  
Online travel agents (OTAs) are the 
digital equivalents of high-street travel 
agencies.  OTAs sell travel products and 
services on behalf of suppliers/providers 

(hotels, B&Bs, villas and self-catering 
accommodation, etc.), with which they 
have bulk-supply contracts.  From this 
secured inventory, they then distribute 
units to individual consumers.
  The offers on these websites 
can differ depending on whether users 
have an account or a loyalty record 
with the OTA, on the geographical IP of 
the users, how many times they have 
returned to a page, and whether they 
have accepted/rejected cookies on those 
sites.
  Some of the best-known 
global OTAs are: Hotels.com, Expedia 
Group, Travelocity, Lastminute.com, 
Hostelworld, Agoda.com, Airbnb, 
Edreams.com, LateRooms and Booking.
com.

Metasearch engines (comparison 
websites)
These aggregate data from online travel 
agents (OTAs), search engines and 
supplier websites allowing the end-user 
(the consumer) to compare prices for the 
same product.
  Some metasearch engines 
now offer the possibility to book 
directly through their websites - i.e., 
Google Flights, Kayak, Skyscanner, 
HotelsCombined.  Other online 
aggregators have preferential contracts 
with specific OTAs: TripAdvisor, for 
instance, has signed a deal with Booking.
com to allow its customers to book rooms 
directly on the Tripadvisor site.  You can 
also see this on directferries.com or 
thetrainline.com.
  Finally, metasearch facilities 
are often created/owned by the OTAs 
themselves: Trivago is owned by Expedia; 
Kayak and HotelsCombined are operated 
by Booking Holdings Inc., which also 

owns Booking.com, Priceline, Agoda, 
Rentalcars, OpenTable, Momondo and 
Cheapflights.

Pros and cons of third-party 
websites
There are many reasons why using travel 
portals can generate the best user 
experience for consumers when deciding 
on travel offers and making reservations.  
Notwithstanding the many advantages 
though, travel portals can also cause 
considerable confusion if something goes 
wrong.

Pros
Price: Consumers can access smaller 
prices as OTAs pass on savings from their 
bulk inventories.  Metasearch engines 
enable comparison shopping in order to 
find the most advantageous deal for the 
online user.

Customer service: They facilitate 
communications between consumers 
and suppliers and usually have a 24-hour 
customer service facility on multiple 
channels. Sometimes they help mediate 
disputes between consumers and 
suppliers.

One-stop-shop: Travel portals enable 
consumers to compare travel offers, 
check reviews, place bookings for 
multiple travel services in a single 
reservation, as well as process the 
payment, often available in instalments. 

Choice: Being exposed to travel offers 
from all over the world allows tourists 
to book with suppliers they would not 
have found otherwise.  Social-proof user 
reviews and being able to see verified and 
diverse reviews about individual services 
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and compare providers are why travellers 
increasingly use OTAs.

Security: Often, travel portals are tech 
companies whose main USP is that they 
provide easy-to-navigate, high-spec 
platforms and several layers of security 
when it comes to payments and privacy.

Cons
Price: Some online intermediaries display 
‘clickbait’ behaviour, advertising ‘steal’ 
prices that will actually increase by the 
end of the booking process.

Customer service: While centralised 
support for multiple services can be 
convenient in normal times, in case of 
disruptions or cancellation of travel, it is 
best to deal with the suppliers directly 
rather than via third-party intermediaries.

Consumer contracts: Many consumers who 
book through third-party websites are 
not certain if their contract is with the 
booking site or with the service provider, 
leaving them unsure as to where to turn in 
the event of a problem. 

Terms and Conditions: The Terms and 
Conditions of both the supplier and the 
booking site apply to the reservation and 
need to be read together.  The supplier 
of the service may place additional 
requirements – for example, an airline 
may request specific documentation from 
a passenger but the booking site may not 
necessarily list it.  Conversely, restrictions 
on the third-party platform can make the 
booking terms less flexible than those of 
the individual suppliers.

Third-party bookings and 
consumer rights
Online (third-party) booking sites have 
become an increasingly popular option 
among consumers over the last decade, 
with technology bringing about ever 
more sophisticated options to navigate 
the process of booking holidays, 
accommodation and travel tickets.  And, 
usually, the process and the experience 
are expedient and convenient – unless 

something goes wrong for the end-user of 
the services - i.e., the consumer.  Which is 
why we should all pay attention to these:

Consumer contracts: In many 
circumstances, the contract for the 
service (flight, accommodation, guided 
tour, etc.) is formed directly between the 
end-consumer and the end-provider of 
the service.  While acting as the facilitator 
of the contract/transaction, the third-
party booking agent may not necessarily 
be a party to the contract for services. 

Booking type: It is important to note 
that booking multiple services through 
a third-party website does not 
necessarily mean that you are covered 
by the package travel consumer law, 
which does not apply to separate travel 
or accommodation arrangements, even 
if all such arrangements are processed 
through a single booking. In order to 
qualify as a ‘package holiday’, the 
booking must consist of at least two of 
the following three elements: transport, 
accommodation and additional tourist 
services, all sold together at an inclusive 
price, and last at least 24 hours or include 
an overnight stay. 

Consumer rights and redress: In order for 
a consumer to claim their rights, it is 
often necessary to examine the Terms 
and Conditions of the particular OTA or 
booking engine as well as those of the 
service provider.  This is where consumers 
should find information regarding 
the exact nature of the contractual 
relationship and the modification/
cancellation procedures, which are with 
the supplier but still performed via/on the 
booking site.

  Dr Cyril Sullivan, Director of the 
European Consumer Centre in Ireland 
advises the public to be conscious of 
intermediary websites when booking 
holidays online: “A growing number of 
sites facilitate bookings but do not have 
a working contract with the advertised 
brand name. Consumers should always 
read the Terms and Conditions options 
before committing payment, so as to 
know their legal rights.”

Tips on third-party bookings
Here are some useful tips for those 
looking to book a trip through a third-
party booking website/online travel agent:

• Check the name and URL of the 
website in the browser address bar as 
you navigate to the booking page on 

a booking platform. It is sometimes 
difficult to understand as you are going 
through multiple booking pages and steps 
whether you are booking directly with a 
service provider or the booking platform 
itself. 

• If you are looking to book a specific 
property, keep in mind that some third-
party sites that feature said property 
rank more highly in search engines due 
to sponsored search results, so it is 
important to ensure you are on the actual 
website you wish to book on, in case you 
mean to book directly with the service 
provider and not the booking engine.

• Read the legal specifications of the 
third-party booking website as well as 
those of the service provider itself.  Pay 
particular attention to information on 
payment and cancellation rights - for 
instance, if booking accommodation, 
it is advisable to check if the rate is 
non-refundable or if there is a possibility 
to cancel.

• Be wary of any requests by a supplier 
of the service to complete a reservation 
outside the booking platform of the third-
party website, especially when it comes 
to a consumer-to-consumer transaction, 
such as a private accommodation 
provider with scant contact details.  This 
is sometimes a sign of a potential scam 
and may leave consumers completely 
unprotected if something goes wrong.

• The booking platform usually 
intermediates the payment on behalf 
of the service provider, and any refunds 
following cancellations will also go 
through them.  If an online travel agent 
has a record of poor communications or 
consistently refuses refunds, perhaps you 
should look elsewhere. 

  If you made a booking via a third-
party website based outside of Ireland 
and are in doubt about your consumer 
rights, you can forward an enquiry to the 
European Consumer Centre Ireland, on 
eccireland.ie.
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